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ABSTRACT 
If K is a proper cone in Rn, then the cone of all linear operators that preserve K, 
denoted by T(K), forms a semiring under usual operator addition and multiplication. 
Recently J. G. Home examined the ideals of this semiring. He proved that if K,, K, 
are polyhedral cones such that m( K 1 ) and a( K, ) are isomorphic as semirings, then K 1 
and K, are linearly isomorphic. The study of this semiring is continued in this paper. 
In Sec. 3 ideals of r(K) which are also faces are characterized. In Sec. 4 it is shown 
that s(K) has a unique minimal two-sided ideal, namely, the dual cone of a( K*), 
where K* is the dual cone of K. Extending Home’s result, it is also proved that the 
cone K is characterized by this unique minimal two-sided ideal of a(K). The set of 
all faces of g(K) inherits a quotient semiring structure from r(K). Properties of this 
face-semiring are given in Sec. 5. In particular, it is proved that this face-semiring 
admits no nontrivial congruence relation iff the duality operator of II(K) is injective. 
In Sec. 6 the maximal one-sided and two-sided ideals of r(K) are identified. In Sec. 8 
it is shown that n(K) never satisfies the ascending-chain condition on principal 
one-sided ideals. Some partial results on the question of topological closedness of 
principal one-sided ideals of r(K) are also given. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Let K be a cone (convex, pointed, closed, and full) in the euclidean space 
R”. Denote by n(K) the set of all linear operators that preserve K. It is well 
known that n(K) is a cone in Hom( R”), the vector space of all linear 
operators of R”. There is an immense literature devoted to the spectral 
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properties of the individual operators in r(K), generalizing the classical 
Perron-Frobenius theorems on nonnegative matrices (see Barker and 
Schneider [6] and its references). In the past few years, many research 
workers in the field have devoted their attention to the geometric properties 
of the cone r(K) itself. Several results on the decomposability of this cone 
and its extreme operators have been found (see Barker and Loewy [5], 
Fiedler, Haynsworth, and Pt&k [9], Fiedler and Pt& [ll], Lowey and 
Schneider [W, 161, and O’Brien [17]). Th ere are also some characterizations 
of special types of cones K in terms of their corresponding cones r(K) (see 
Barker and Loewy [5], Tam [20, 211). Recently Home [12] looked at the 
algebraic properties of r(K) as a semiring (under the usual operations of 
operator addition and composition). He examined the ideal structure of this 
semiring and proved that for polyhedral cones K this semiring characterizes 
X. Barker [43 also studied certain left and right ideals in this semiring for 
perfect cones K. In this paper we continue to study the algebraic properties 
of the semiring n(K). W e shall show that this semiring possesses many 
peculiar properties. 
A facial ided of n(K) is an ideal which is also a face. In Sec. 3 we give a 
characterization of facial ideals. For instance, a right facial ideal consists of 
all A Em(K) such that AFcF for some fixed face F. We also show that 
A ~n( K) is (say) a right zero divisor iff A belongs to a proper right facial 
ideal. 
In Sec. 4 we show that every semiring r(K) has a unique minimal 
two-sided ideal. This ideal is in fact the dual cone of n(K*), where K* is the 
dual cone of K. (The duality is defined with respect to usual inner products; 
see Sec. 1.) With an exceptional case, this minimal two-sided ideal %. has the 
following property: If A is a noninvertible element of r(K) and A @Em, then 
there exists B @‘?JlL such that ABE%. Extending Home’s result, we also 
prove that this minimal tow-sided ideal characterizes the cone K [and hence 
the semiring rr( K)]. 
The set of all faces of r(K) inherits a semiring structure from r(K). In 
Section 5 we study the properties of this face-semiring. If K = R’J (the 
nonnegative orthant), then the face-semiring of m(K) can be identified with 
the semiring of all n X 12 matrices over the lattice (0, l} (with operations 
1 + 1= 1, etc.). We show that the face-semiring of m(K) is simple (i.e., it has 
no nontrivial congruence relations) iff the duality operator of n(K) is 
injective (see Sec. 1 for the definition of the duality operator). In particular, 
the semiring of (0, 1)-matrices mentioned above is simple. The semiring 
rr( R:) and this matrix semiring were studied by Home [12]; however, he did 
not mention that the faces of r( R:) form a semiring. We show that many of 
his results remain valid for arbitrary semirings a(K). 
In Sec. 6 we describe maximal left (or right) ideals of r(K). They are in 
l- 1 correspondence with the indecomposable subcones in a direct 
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decomposition of K. We also identify all maximal two-sided ideals (their 
number does not exceed the number of indecomposable subcones just 
mentioned). 
In our characterization of maximal two-sided ideals of Y$ K), we encounter 
an interesting relation between indecomposable subcones which appear in a 
direct decomposition of K. Two examples are given in Sec. 7 to illustrate the 
relation. 
In Sec. 8 we answer a question which was raised by Home [12]: we show 
that the semiring r(K) never satisfies the ascending-chain condition on 
principal one-sided ideals. Then we consider the problem of topological 
closedness of principal one-sided ideals in this semiring. Some partial results 
are given. 
Finally, in Sec. 9 we mention some open questions that may be of 
interest. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
A nonempty subset K in a finite-dimensional real vector space V is called 
aconeifK+KCKandaKCKforalla~O;KispointedifKn(-K)={O}; 
K is reproducing if K-K = V. If K is closed (in the usual topology of V) and 
satisfies all the above properties, K is called a proper cone. 
The interior, closure, and boundary of a convex set S in V will be 
denoted respectively by int S, cl S, and 8s. The relative interior of S in its 
affine hull will be denoted by S ‘. For a cone K in V, K is reproducing iff 
int K#(ZI. 
We assume familiarity with the elementary properties of cones. For 
convenience and to fix notation, below we collect some of the definitions 
and cite relevant references. 
Let K be a pointed, closed cone. A nonempty subset F of K is called a 
face of K, denoted by FaK, if F is itself a cone and in addition satisfies the 
following: if x, yEK such that x+yEF, then x, ~EF. If ScK, then the 
smallest face containing S is called the face generated by S and is denoted by 
@a(S). If s= {X}, we write Q(X) for simplicity. If x#Oandif@(x)=(cux: a> 
0}, then Q(x) is called an extreme ray and x an extreme vector of K. The set 
of all extreme vectors of K is denoted by Ext K. It is known that ‘%?I( K), the 
collection of all faces of K, becomes a complete lattice of finite length under 
the operations meet and join given by FAG=F~G and FvG=@(FuG). 
We shall often tacitly make use of the basic properties of faces (see Barker 
[2], Barker and Schneider [6, Sec. 21, and Fiedler and Ptak [lo, Sec. 13). In 
particular, we need the following result (Barker and Schneider [6, Lemma 
2.201): Let FZK and let xEK. Then xEFA iff F=@(x). 
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Duality plays an important role in the theory of cones. Although the 
concept can be defined in a more general setting in terms of sets in a vector 
space and its dual space (see, for instance, Fiedler, Haynsworth, and Pt&k 
[9]), for the sake of simplicity and brevity we shall restrict ourselves to 
euclidean spaces. By making obvious changes, most of the results we shall 
obtain can be extended to more general situations. 
Let S be a subset of a euclidean space V with inner product ( , ). The set 
S*={z~V:(x,y)~OforallyES}iscalledthedwzZofS.Forpropertiesof 
S, see Berman [7, Chapter 11. The dual S* of a proper cone S is also a proper 
cone, known as the dual cone of S; furthermore S** = S, and we have the 
following useful characterization of the interior of S (see Schneider and 
Vidyasagar [ 191): 
yEint S iff (z, y)>O for all nonzero vectors zES*. 
In the sequel we shall use K to denote a proper cone in R”, the vector 
space of all n-dimensional real column vectors (n > 1). The inner product in 
R” is given by (z, y) =.ary, where z r is the transpose of a. We shall identify 
an Nan real matrix with the linear operator (of R”) which it represents. 
Thus if y, zER”, zy T is the linear operator given by ryT(r)=( y’x)z. In 
Hom(R”), the space of all linear operators of R”, we introduce the usual 
inner product: (B, A) = trace RTA. We have a useful relation between the 
inner product of R” and that of Hom(R”): 
For any linear operator A EHom( R”) and vectors y, zE R”, 
By the duality operator of K, we mean the mapping d,: %(K)+=tT(K*) 
given by d,(F) = (span F) L r\K*, where (span F) L is the orthogonal 
complement of the linear span of F. We call d,(F) the dual face of F and 
write simply d(F) h w en there is no ambiguity. The concept has been 
introduced and studied independently by Barker [3] and Tam [21]. A face F 
of K is said to be exposed if F= d,.(G) for some GE%(K*). Geometrically, 
a proper face of K is exposed iff it is the intersection of K with a hyperplane. 
Barker [3] has shown that the mapping d,. 0 d K is a closure operation on 
S( K ). We shall denote it by cl,, or simply cl when there is no danger of 
confusion. (It should not be mixed up with the topological closure, as every 
face is topologically closed.) Barker [3] has also proved that FdK is exposed 
iff cl F=F. We omit the simple proof of 
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PROPOSITION 1.1. The following are equivalent: 
(i) d K is injecthe, 
(ii) every face of K is exposed, 
(iii) for any Fz K, cl F= F, 
(iv) d,, is surjective. 
2. THE CONE n(K) 
Following the notation of Schneider and Vidyasagar [19], we write 
n(K)={AEHom(R”): AKcK} 
r+(K)={AEr(K): A(K\{O})CintK) 
Matrices in a(K) are called positive operators on K. It is known that 
r(K) is a proper cone of Hom( R”) and that ‘~r+( K) = int r( K ). With respect 
to the usual inner product of Hom( R”), the dual cone m(K)* is in fact the 
positive hull of the set of all matrices of the form zy r with y E K and z E K * 
(Tam [20, Theorem 11). 
Fiedler, Haynsworth, and PtGk have considered positive operators in a 
more general setting. They studied the proper cone ?T( K,, K,) which consists 
of all linear operators A such that AK, CK,, where K, and K, are proper 
cones in finite-dimensional real vector spaces (especially when K, and K, are 
polyhedral). 
The author has studied the face lattice of the cone rr( K). In [21], he 
introduced a simple kind of faces, namely, those of the form rr’F.G where 
T~,~={AEv(K):AFCG}, F,Gd_K. 
In particular, it was proved that maximal faces of T(K) are of such form. 
Barker [4] has also considered the faces rr,, and rK r for perfect cones K, 
though in different notation. By modifying Barker’s proof of int m(K) = 
n+(K)in [l], we obtain 
PROPOSITION~.~. Forany F~JK,Y&={AEB(K):A(K\{O})C_F~}. 
We also need the following simple fact, whose proof we omit: 
For any F,G-JK, vrFsc =vr(K)iffF=OmG=K. 
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It is easy to check that the linear transformation of Hom(R”) given by 
A+AT is an isometry which carries 7~( K) onto r( K*). We shall often make 
use of this correspondence between the cones n(K) and rr(K*). For any 
subset S of T(K), we denote by ST the set {AT: A ES}. Then Q(A)‘=@(Ar) 
and A EExt a(K) iff ATEExt n(K*). We shall need the corollary of the 
following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Zf F, G are faces of K, then 7: Clad,,, dCF,; the 
equality holds if, in addition, the face G is exposed. 
Proof. Let A be a linear operator in ITS, o. By definition AFg G. Hence, 
for any vectors y E F and z Ed, we have O=(z, Ay)=(Arz, y). This shows 
that AT(d(G))cd(F). Therefore ?T:~ C~(o),~(r). Now assume further that 
G is exposed. Taking transpose of both sides of the above inclusion, we 
obtain rr, G C&,, d(r). On the other hand, using the first part of our 
proposition, $cj d(F) C?4FclG. Hence rF,G Cr$G),d(F) ~%lF,clG. Notice 
that “F. G = ~FJ G?’ ’ as G is exposed. The inclusion rF,C, G > or, F,c, G is obvious. 
It follows that ?‘rr, G =$c,, d(F) and therefore 7’$, G ‘7rd’d(oj, dCFj. 
We readily obtain 
COROLLARY 2.3. Zf the duality operator d, is injective, then IT: G= 
*d(G),d(F) for any F3G!K' 
In the remainder of this section we collect some material concerning the 
direct decomposition of m(K) which will be needed in the sequel. 
Following Loewy and Schneider [15], we say that a cone K is a direct 
sum of K, and K, and we write K = K,CBK, if (a) span K, nspan K,= (0) 
and (b) K = K, + K,. (Then K,, K&K.) The cone K is called decomposable if 
there exist nonzero subsets K 1 and K, such that K = K, @ K,. Otherwise K is 
indecomposabZe. The following result is fundamental (Fiedler and Ptak [lo, 
(2, @I): 
For any cme K, there exist indecmnposable cones K,, . . . , K I such that 
K=K,@-. * CBK, (T > 1). This decomposition of K is unique (except fm a 
possible renumbering ) . 
Barker and Loewy [S] proved that K is indecomposable iff r(K) is 
indecomposable. Fiedler, Haynsworth, and Pt6k [9] proved that m( K,, K,) is 
decomposable if either K, or K, is decomposable; in fact, the converse is also 
true, as can be shown by a modification of Barker and Loewy’s proof. 
Now let K be a decomposable cone, K = K, CD * . * @K, its decomposition 
as a sum of indecomposable subcones. Denote by P, the corresponding 
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projections (which are also positive on K). Note that if A’ is a linear operator 
in T( K,, K,), 1 < i, i < T, then there is a unique linear operator A in T(K) 
such that A]x,=A’ and AIKI = 0 for h# i. Then A is said to be induced by 
A’. Clearly if A is a linear operator in T(K), then A=Z,,i,r<,P,AP,; 
furthermore each of the operators PiAPi is induced by some operator in 
a( K,, K,). From the foregoing discussions we can deduce 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let K = K, CB * - . CBK, denote the unique 
representation of K as a direct sum of indecomposable s&cones. Then 
T(K)= BIGi, i<&, where each subcone Sii can be identified with the 
indecomposable cone r(K,, K1). 
COROLLARY 2.5. Un& the same assumption, let Pi be the corresponding 
projections. Then Q(I), the face generated by the identity operator I, has 
exactly r extreme rays, namely, @(PI),. . . , Q(P,). 
Proof. This follows readily from the proposition and the following two 
facts: (1) Ext rr( K) = U 1 c is i< ,Ext Sit, (2) K is indecomposable iff the identity 
operator Z E Ext V(K) (Loewy and Schneider [ 15, Theorem 3.31). n 
We shall also need 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let K=K,@K, and let A’Es(K,). Let A be the 
linear operator in s(K) such that AIK,=A’ and A(.%=O. Denote by Kr, 
n( KY)” the duals of K, and v(KT) in their respective linear spans. Then 
AE~(K*)* iffA’En(K;)“. 
Proof. “Only if’ part: Suppose A is a nonzero linear operator in 
n( K*)*. Then A can be expressed as a finite sum X ya zf where ya are 
nonzero vectors of K and z, nonzero vectors of K*. Since A is induced by 
some linear operator of IT, necessarily ya EK, and z, Ed(K,). For each 
(Y, write z~=z:+z,” 
ZY,Z:T, 
with x;~spanK, and x,“E(~panK,)~. Then A(x,= 
and so A’=Zy,ziT. Furthermore zi EK:. Hence A’ ~a( KY)“. 
“If’ part: Suppose A’ is nonzero and is in T( Ky)v. Then A’ can be 
written as Zy,ziT where y, are nonzero vectors of K, and zh nonzero 
vectors of KF. For each (Y, choose z,” E(span K,)l such that z,=x~+z~ E 
(span K,) * . This is possible because 
=l+(n-dimK,)+(n-dimK,)=n+l, 
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so that [span{z&}+(spanK,)l]n(spanK,)‘-#O [whereas (~pa.nK,)~ 
n (span K,) * =O]. Hence z,E(spanK,)InK:=d(Kz). (Recall that K: is 
the dual of K, in R”.) Now it is easy to see that A = Z y, z f and hence 
belongs to r(K*)*. n 
3. FACIAL IDEALS 
A semiring is a set with two binary operations (addition and multiplication) 
such that: 
(1) Addition is associative and commutative. 
(2) Multiplication is associative and distributive over addition. 
We do not assume that a semiring possesses a zero element or an identity 
element. 
Clearly T(K) forms a semiring (with a zero element and an identity 
element) under the usual operations of operator addition and composition. 
As in Home [12], we call a nonempty subset 4 of the semiring a(K) a right 
ideal if it is closed under addition and has the property that if AE~ and 
B E V( K) then AR E 4. Left ideals and two-sided ideals of r(K) are defined 
similarly. By the term “ideal” alone we refer to one-sided ideals or two-sided 
ideals. An ideal of x(K) which is also a face will be called a facial ideal. A 
linear operator of the semiring r(K) is an invertible element iff A-’ exists 
and belongs to m(K). It is easy to show that A is an invertible element of 
a(K) iff AK=K. Loewy and Schneider [15] have proved that K is 
indecomposable iff each invertible element of rr( K) is extreme. Home [13] 
has also studied the group of invertible elements of r(K). Straightforward 
verifications show that the correspondence At-+AT between n(K) and n( K*) 
is a semiring antiisomorphism. So if we obtain a statement about the right 
ideals of n(K), we shall have a corresponding statement for its left ideals, 
and vice versa. 
The structure of the ring Hom(R”) is well known (for reference, see 
Jacobson [14, Chapter 81). Hom(R”) is a simple ring; it has no nontrivial 
two-sided ideals. A right ideal of Hom( R”) consists of all linear operators of 
R” which map R” into a fixed subspace. A left ideal of Hom( R”) consists of 
all linear operators which annihilate a fixed subspace. Clearly every ideal of 
Hom( R”) is a subspace of Hom( R”). Furthermore the intersection of a right 
ideal of Hom(R”) with r(K) is a right ideal of m(K); and by the above 
characterization of the right ideals of Hom( R”), it in fact consists of all 
linear operators in r(K) which map K into K n S for some fixed subspace S 
of R”. Similarly the set of all linear operators in ‘rr( K) which annihilate some 
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fixed subspace of R” is a left ideal. Nevertheless, we shall see that unless K is 
simplicial, T(K) always has nontrivial two-sided ideals. Also there are 
one-sided ideals of a(K) which are not of the type described above. 
If R is a face of T(K) whose linear span is a right ideal of Hom( R”), then 
in view of R =T( K) n span R and the above discussion, R is a right facial 
ideal. Conversely, suppose R is a right facial ideal of T( K ). Let A E span R 
and BE Hom( R”). Then there exist linear operators A 1, A, ER and B,, B, E 
T(K) such that A=A, -A, and B=B, -B,. Hence AB=(A,B, +A,B,)- 
(A,B,+A,B,)ER-R=spanR. Similarly, we check that spanR is closed 
under addition. So span R is a right ideal of Hom(R”). We have in fact 
shown that the right facial ideals of T(K) are exactIy those faces whose linear 
spans are right ideals of Hom(R”). Similar statements hold for the left and 
the two-sided facial ideals. As Hom(R”) has no nontrivial two-sided ideals, 
n(K) has no nontrivial two-sided facial ideals. As to the one-sided facial 
ideals, we have 
PROPOSITION 3.1. A subset of T(K) is a right f&al i&al iff it is of the 
f OTT rK,F for XTTTW FaK. _ 
Proof. “If’ part: Straightforward verification. 
“Only if’ part: Let @(A) be a right facial ideal of VT(K). We claim that 
for any yEint K, @(A)=T~,~(~,,). ClearlyQ(A)~~x,.(,,,). Choose a vector 
zEint K*. Since Q(A) is a right ideal, AyzTE@(A). Notice that AyzT(K\ 
{O})S@(Ay)A. So by Proposition 2.1, A~,~‘TET&~(~~) and hence ox,,= 
cP( AyzT)dQ( A). Therefore a( A) =YT~, Q(Ayj as required. n 
PROPOSITION 3.2. A subset of a(K) is a left f&l ideal iff it can be 
expressed in the fnm @(yzT) with yEintK, zEK*. Zf, in addition, d, is 
sujective, the left facial ideals of V(K) are of the form IT~.~ with FQ K. 
Proof # “If’ part: Straightforward verification. 
“Only if’ part: Let @(A) be a left facial ideal of a(K). Then @(AT) = 
(P(A)= is a right facial ideal of r(K*). Let y~int K, z’Eint K*. From the 
proof of Proposition 3.1 (replace K by K*, A by AT, etc.), @(AT)=Q(AT~‘yT). 
Hence @(A)=@(~z’~A)~=@(yz~), where z=ATz’EK* and yEint K. 
Suppose, in addition, d, is surjective. Then by Proposition 1.1, d,. is 
injective. Again from the proof of Proposition 3.1, @(AT) =~x.,~(~r~,) (z’ E 
int K*). Hence @(A)=T$,~(~T~,, =~r,~, where F=d,.(Q(A%‘))yK. The last 
equality follows from Corollary 2.3. n 
We have the following simple description of the zero divisors of T(K). 
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PROPOSITION 3.3. A linear operator AET(K) is a right (or kft) zero 
divisor iff A belongs to a proper right (or left) f&u1 ideal. 
Proof. Suppose that A belongs to a proper right facial ideal R of B(K). 
By Proposition 3.2, R = v~, F for some proper face F of K. Choose nonzero 
vectors ~EK and zEd,(F). Then yzr(#O)~7~(K), and for any xEK, 
(t~~r)Ax=y(zrAx)=O (b ecause AxEF and z_LF). As K-K=R”, this 
implies ( yx ‘) A = 0. In other words, A is a right zero divisor. 
Next, assume the existence of a nonzero linear operator BE~( K) such 
that BA = 0. Let y Eint K. Observe that Ay @int K; otheMrise B- 0. Hence 
@( Ay) is a proper face of K and TV,. is a proper right facial ideal 
containing A. 
The second half of the proposition follows easily from the first half and 
the following two facts: (1) A is a left zero divisor of r(K) iff AT is a right 
zero divisor of r( K*), and (2) L is a left facial ideal of r(K) iff LT is a right 
facial ideal of r( K*). H 
4. THE IDEAL r(K*)* 
Denote by pos S the positive hull of the set S. As mentioned in Sec. 2, the 
dual cone of m(K) is the set pos{zyr: yEK and ZEK*}. Thus ?r(K*)* is the 
set pos{yzr: yEK and ZEK*}, and is in fact a subcone of n(K). There are 
several known results which suggest that the properties of K are greatly 
determined by this subcone of m(K). For instance: 
K is simpliciul~~(K)=7;(K*)* *the identity operator l~s(K*)* (see 
Tam [ZO]). 
K is simplicial, self-duuZw( K) = n( K)* (see Barker and Loewy [5]). 
These results are natural because V( K*)* is the dual cone of n( K*), 
T( K*) is isometric to V(K) and clearly r(K) determines the properties of K. 
When r(K) is given the structure of a semiring, we can say more. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. ~7 (K) has a unique minimal (nonzero) two-sided 
ideal, namely r(K*)*. Furth we, n(K*)* is a principal two-sided ideal 
generated by each of its nonzero elements. Also K is simpliciul ifl T( K) bus 
no nontrivial two-sided ideals. 
Proof. It is easy to verify that r( K*)* is a two-sided ideal. Let 4 be a 
nonzero two-sided ideal of rr( K). Choose a nonzero element A E$. As A is 
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nonzero, it is possible to find y ’ dint K, z’ Eint K* such that .zlTAy’ = 1. For 
any ~EK and ZEK*, we have, yz’=(y~‘~)A(y’z~)Eg. It follows that 5 
includes r(K*)*, and the first statement in the proposition is proved. The 
last two statements now follow easily from the first. n 
Home [U] has proved that if K,, K, are polyhedral cones such that 
r( K,) and r( K,) are isomorphic as semirings, then K, and K, are linearly 
isomorphic. We shall see that the assumption that K, and K, are polyhedral 
can be dropped. In fact we can prove 
THEOREM 4.4. If the unique minimal two-sided ideals of r( K, ) and 
VT( K,) are isomorphic as semirings, then K, and K, are linearly isomqnhic. 
We sketch the ideas of our proof below. 
Let K, and K,, be proper cones in R “I and R”e respectively. Suppose that 
there is an isomorphism T between the semirings r( K,) and V( K,). Here by 
the term “semiring isomorphism” we do not assume (as Home implicitly did) 
that T preserves multiplication by nonnegative scalars. However, we shall 
show in the next lemma that this property of T follows from its additivity. 
LEMMA 4.2. If T: r(K,) -+r(Kz) is additiue, then for any A Es(K,) 
and A> 0, T(AA)=hT(A). 
Proof. Let A Ed. It is easy to deduce from the additivity of T that 
for any nonnegative rational number r, T(rA) =rT(A). Suppose X is a 
nonnegative irrational number. Then for any rational number r less than h, 
T(AA) = T((X - r)A + rA) = T((h - r)A) + rT(A) and hence T(AA) 
-rT(A) Ed. By the closedness of a(K,) this implies that T(AA)- 
XT(A) EV( K,). Similarly, by considering rational numbers greater than X, 
we deduce that AT(A)-T(AA)En(K2). Hence T(hA)=AT(A). n 
It is easy to check that Lemma 1.2, Theorem 1.3, and Lemma I.4 in 
Home [12] can be proved without the assumption that the cones under 
consideration are polyhedral. Home’s key lemma, Lemma 1.5, is also true for 
general cones. However, his proof does not hold in the general case, as it 
‘depends on the following fact, which is untrue for a general cone K: 
If yl> yzEExtK such that d&@(yd)=dK(@(y2)), then @(y,)=@(y2). 
We can in fact state Home’s key lemma without assuming that the 
vectors to be considered are extreme. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let T: m(K,)--+n(K,) be a semiring is-h&m. Let z be 
a nonzero vector in K:, and let yl, yz be nonzero vectors in K,. Let 
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qy,q = y;z;‘, and let T(y,~~)=y~.z~~, where y;, ~LEK, andz;, z&EK,*. 
(We may assu~ these because T sends rank-l operators to rank-l 
operators.)Tha the vectors 2; and 2; are equivalent (that is, they are positive 
multiples of each other). 
Proof. Assume the contrary: that the vectors z; and z i are not equiva- 
lent. Notice that under T the rank-l operator yi zT+ yazT is mapped to the 
operator y ; z ;*+ y6 2 LT, which is also rank-l. As z; and zk are not dependent, 
this implies that y; and yi are equivalent. 
We claim that dK,(@(yl))=dEK,(@(yP)). Let w be a nonzero vector in 
d, (@(yi)). Choose a nonzero vector 1c in K,. Then rwr~a(K,) and 
(&r)(y,zT) -0. Hence T(xwT)T(y,zT) = [T(moT)y;Jz;T =0, so that 
T(xwT)y;=O, as z;#O. Since yi is equivalent to y; T(rwT)yk=O. As T is 
bijective, we can retrace our steps and obtain 0 = ( XW’)( ys z’) = ( wTy2)( XZ’). 
Thus W~d,l(Q(Ya)), and so dK,(@(y1))~dK,(@(y2)). Similarly we prove 
that d,,(Q(y2))~d,l(@(yi)) and hence our claim. 
Now choose a nonzero vector y3 such that dK,(~(y3))fdK,(~(y1)). 
Suppose that T(y,zT) =yjx;’ where yj EK, and zj EK,*. Since 
dK,(@(y,))#d,l(Q(y,)), by what we have proved above, necessarily z; and 
z j are equivalent. Similarly z i and z j are also equivalent; hence so are x ; and 
zi. This is a contradiction. n 
Home’s argument after Lemma 1.5 in his paper can now be used to 
deduce his Theorem 1.8, without the assumption that the cones are 
polyhedral. In passing, we point out that there is an interesting alternative 
way to complete the proof. Roughly it goes like this: 
Since n( K,) is a reproducing cone in Hom( PI), T can be extended in a 
natural way to a linear transformation from Hom( R”‘) to Hom( R”‘). Using 
Lemma 4.3, its analogue, and the fact that T sends rank-l operators in T( K,) 
to operators of the same rank in T( K,), we can show that T is a rank-l 
preserver. Then by Theorem 1 in Djokovik [8] (identify yzT with y@z etc.), 
we can deduce that T-A 63 (AT) - ’ for some isomorphism A such that 
AK, = K 2. We omit the details. 
Finally we observe that in the above proof of Home’s main theorem, it is 
elements in the minimal two-sided ideals of T( K 1) and T( K,) that are really 
involved. We need not use elements outside the minimal two-sided ideals. 
We have, in fact, proved Theorem 4.4. 
T( K *)* not only is the unique minimal two-sided ideal of the semiring 
T(K) and determines it up to isomorphism, but also possesses a rather 
peculiar property. With an exceptional case, rr( K*)* satisfies the following: if 
A is a noninvertible element of V(K) and A 4 T( K*)*, then there exists 
BE?r(K)\a(K*)* such that ABEn(K 
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LEMMA 4.5. The corn? K can be written as K’@@(y) for some nonzero 
extreme vector y EK and K’ d K iff there exist nonzero vectors y E 3K and 
zEaK* such thatforevey y’EExt K andx’EExt K* satisfying (z’, y’)=O, 
we have either (z, y’)=O or (z’, y)=O. 
Proof. “Only if’ part: Assume that K = K’@cP( y) (where y#O). Choose 
a nonzero vector x~d(K’). Then the pair of vectors y, z has the required 
properties: if y’ E K’, there is no problem; if y’ @K’, then y’ =ay for some 
positive scalar a, and so (z’, y) = 0. 
“If’ part: Suppose the pair of vectors y and z satisfies the assumptions of 
the lemma. It is sufficient to show that there exists exactly one extreme ray 
of K outside the proper face d(@(z)). Assume the contrary. Then outside 
d( @( x)) there will be more than one extreme rays of K which are also 
exposed, because by Straszewicz’s theorem (see Rockafellar [lo, Theorem 
lS.S]), every nonexposed extreme vector is the limit of a sequence of exposed 
extreme vectors. But then there exists an exposed extreme vector y’ outside 
d(@(a)) such that y @a( y’) = cl, @(y’). We can then choose an extreme 
vector z’ of K* such that (z’, y’)=O and (z’, y)#O. This together with 
(z, y’)#O, which f o 11 ows from our choice of y’, contradicts the assumption 
on the pair of vectors y and z. [In fact we can show further that a(y) is 
exactly the unique extreme ray of K outside d( @( x)).] n 
LEMMA 4.6. Zf K does not satisfy either of the equivalent conditions 
stated in Lemmu 4.5, then d$,,( O(Z)) c?r+( K*). 
Proof. SupposethereexistsAEd~~,)(@(Z))suchthatAE8m(K*).Then 
for some nonzero vectors yEaK and zEaK*, (y, Az)=O. If y’ and z’ are 
respectively extreme vectors of K and K* such that (z’, y’) = 0, then z’y’r~ 
d,,(&@(Z)). Hence, since A Ed:(,) (@(I)), A=a~‘y’~+zz~yr for some 
vectors yr E K, zI E K* and a positive scalar a. It follows that ( y, (z'y ‘r)z) = 0 
and so either (z’, y) =O or (z, y’) =O. Thus K satisfies the equivalent 
conditions stated in Lemma 4.5. n 
LEMMA 4.7. For any A,BEHom(R”), ABET( iff B~[clArr 
(K*)l*. 
Proof. First observe that for any A, B, CEHom(R”), (AB,C) = 
trace(AB)TC=traceBT(ATC)=(B, ATC). Hence, 
ABET( iff (AB, C) >O for all CEIT(K*) 
iff (B,ATC) >O for all CEm(K*) 
iff BE[cl ATE]*. n 
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THEOREM 4.8. Suppose that when K is expressed as a direct sum of 
indecomposable cones, none of the indecomposable subcones is a single ray. 
Then for any noninvertible element A of r( K) outside T( K*)* there exists an 
ekment BET+(K)\T(K*)* such that ABET(K 
Proof. Since A is a noninvertible element of T(K), AT is a noninvertible 
element of r(K*). By Proposition 8.2 (see Sec. 8) the closed principal right 
ideal of T( K*) generated by AT is proper, i.e. cl ATr(K*) c r(K*). Hence 
[cl ATr( K*)]* >,T( K*)*; h ere the inclusion is proper becausef 
clAr.lr(K*)=[~lA~~(K*)]** and T( K*) =r( K*)** 
(Berman [7, Theorem 2.21). Certainly the identity matrix I does not belong to 
the proper ideal cl ATr( K*). So there exists a matrix CE [cl AT~( K *)]* such 
that (I, C) <O. Choose a matrix DEdA n(K.j(@(Z)). By assumption, K cannot 
be expressed as K’@Q( y) for some K’aK and y EExt K; neither can K* 
possess this property. Hence by Lemma4.6, DEr+(K). Since 
d p(K.j(Q(Z)) Gv( K*)* c [cl AT~( K*)]*, 
certainly D also belongs to [cl ATr( K *)] *. Choose E > 0 sufficiently small so 
that D+ECEV+(K) [=int a(K)], and write B=D+eC. Then 
BEr+(K)n[cl AT7(K*)]*. By Lemma 4.7, ABET(K Also B@n(K*)*, 
because 
(I, B) =(I, D) +(I, EC) =&(I, C) <O. 
We have found a matrix B with the required properties. n 
COROLLARY 4.9. K is simplicial iff T( K*)* is a prime two-sided ideal of 
n(K)- 
Proof. “Only if” part: If K is simplicial, then T( K *)* = T( K). So certainly 
the two-sided ideal x( K*)* is prime. 
“If’ part: Suppose K is not simplicial, and let K = K,G3. * . @K, denote 
the unique representation of K as a direct sum of indecomposable cones 
(r > 1). Clearly at least one of the Ki is not a single ray, say K,. Write 
K’=K,@... @K, (K’=O if K is indecomposable). Then K = K,@K’. As K, 
is not simplicial, there exists a linear operator A’ET( Kl)\n(Kr)” [where 
K r, T( Kr )” denote the duals of K 1 and T( KY) in their respective linear 
spans]. By Theorem 4.8 there exists B’ ET( Kl)\n(Kr)” such that 
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A’B’ E r( K,Y)Y Let A, B be the linear operators in r(K) induced respectively 
by A’ and B’. Then by Proposition 2.6, A, B@n(K*)*, but ABErn(K So 
r( K*)* is not prime. n 
REMARK 4.10. In Theorem 4.8 we cannot replace the assumptions on K 
by the weaker one “K is not simplicial.” To show this, suppose K = K, CI3 a’( y ), 
where K, is indecomposable and is not a single ray. Clearly there exists a 
vectorzEd(K,)suchthat(z,y)=l.ItiseasytoseethatyzTandP=Z-y~r 
[Em(K)] are the corresponding projections. Here P@m(K*)*; for otherwise, 
Z ET(K*)* and hence K is simplicial, which is a contradiction. However, 
there does not exist B Ea( K)\T( K*)* such that PBET(K*)*. For if B is such 
a linear operator, then B = PB + y( B’z)~ET( K*)*, 
5. THE FACE-SEMIRING OF n(K) 
Denote by < the partial ordering in Horn(W) induced by the cone 
rr( K). It is easy to see that for any operators A, B ~n( K), @(A) = a( B) iff 
a A < B < PA for some positive scalars cy and p. 
Suppose a’( A) = @(A’) and Q(B) = cP(B’). Then by the above remark, 
there exist positive scalars (Y and p such that aA <A’ <PA. Hence aAB < 
A’B < PAB, and so @( AB) = a( A’B). Similarly @( A’B) = @( A’B’). Therefore 
@(AB) = @(A’B’). The equality @(A +B) = @(A’+B’) can also be estab- 
lished. Hence in 9( rr( K)), the face lattice of rr( K), we introduce addition and 
multiplication as follows: 
@(A)+@(B)=cP(A+B), 
Q(A)@(B)=@(AB). 
Note that 9( r(K)) can be identified with the quotient set a(K)/-, 
where - is the equivalence relation in s(K) defined by A-B iff @(A)= 
Q(B). Furthermore, the addition and multiplication in %(r(K)) are compati- 
ble with this equivalence relation. Hence $7( n( K)) inherits a quotient semir- 
ing structure from a(K), the mapping Cp : T(K)+%((B(K)) given by AI+@(A) 
being the canonical semiring epimorphism. Together with the lattice opera- 
tions meet A and join v, %((a(K)) becomes a lattice-ordered semiring. 
If K=R:, then F(‘(a(K)) can be identified with the semiring of Nan 
matrices over the lattice (0, l} (with operations 1 + 1 = 1, etc.). Home [12] 
has found out all the maximal right ideals of this matrix semiring. He then 
made use of the natural homomorphism which sends a nonnegative matrix to 
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its zero pattern to identify the maximal right ideals of n( R 1) (the semiring of 
n X n nonnegative matrices). Lemma 2.1, Corollary 2.2, and Theorem 2.3 in 
his paper can be extended as below. However, as we shall see in the next 
two sections, his characterization of the maximal right ideals cannot be 
generalized to arbitrary semirings Q(K). 
PROPOSITION 5.1. An element A En(K) is invertible ifi Q(A) ‘%( s(K)). 
Proof. The “only if’ part is obvious. To prove the “if” part, suppose 
@(A) is invertible in %( r( K)). Then there exists an operator BER( K) such 
that @(A)@(B)=@(AZ?)=@(Z). H ence for some positive scalars a and /3, 
a Z < AZ3 < /3Z. Thus for each extreme vector x, ABx = a,x for some positive 
scalar a,. Th’ h 1s s ows that AB(Ext K) =Ext K. Hence AB(K) =K and so 
AK = K. Therefore, A is an invertible element of a(K). n 
The proofs of Corollary 5.2 and Proposition 5.3 below are similar to those 
for Corollary 2.2 and Theorem 2.3 in Home’s paper. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Zf !l is a proper left, right or two-sided ideal in n(K), 
then a’( 4) is a proper ideal of the same type in ‘?T( T( K)). 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let g be a maximal left (or right) ideal in the semiring 
r(K). Then Q(4) is a maximul ideal of the same type in 9(~( K)), and 
4= a-‘(@( 4)). In particulur Q induces a bijection between the maximal kft 
(right) ideals of r( K) and those of ‘%( v( K)). 
An ideal of r(K) of the form G-l(&) for some ideal & of %(n(K)) is 
called an Wdeal. The ?-ideals g are ideals characterized by the property 
that if A E g, then B E g for every B in the relative interior of a( A). Certainly 
facial ideals of r(K) are @-ideals. In fact, as can be easily verified, facial 
ideals are characterized as the inverse images under Q, of intervals which are 
also ideals of F( ‘rr( K)) (as a semiring). 
Is the semiring F(m(K)) simple? We have the following answer. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. In the face-semiring ‘%( T( K)) the relution - defined 
by Q(A)-@(B) iff d(@(A))=d(Q(B)) is a congruence relation. Further- 
me, the quotient semiring F( TT( K))/ - is simple, i.e., it admits rw rum&iv- 
i421 congruence relation. 
Proof. It is obvious that N is an equivalence relation in %( a(K)). 
Denote the equivalence class which contains @a( A) by iP(A). It is required 
to show that the operations addition and multiplication in ‘%( w( K)) / - given 
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in the following way are well defined: 
- - 
(1) Cp (A)+@ (I?)=@ (A)+@(B), 
(2) wm=@ (A)@(B). 
To prove that the addition operation is well defined, it is sufficient to 
show that if @(A)-@(A’), then @(A)+@(C)-@(A’)+@(C), where 
A, A’, CET(K). Now, for any vectors yEK and zEKi, 
zy’l.@(A)+@(C) iff zyT_LA+C because @(A)+@(C)=@(A+ 
C)l 
iff zyrJ_A and zyTIC 
iff nyTIA’ and zyTl.C 
iff zyTl @(A’)+@(C). 
Hence, since n(K)* consists of nonnegative linear combinations of matrices 
of the form zy r with YEK and ZEK*, we have d(@(A)+@(C))= 
d(@(A’)+tD(C)) and so @(A)+@(C)-@(A’)+@(C). 
To prove that the multiplication operation is well defined, it is sufficient 
to show that if A, A’En(K) such that @(A)-@(A’) then Q(A)@(C)- 
@(A’)@(C) and @(C)@(A)-@(C)@(A’) for any CEn(K). Now for any 
vectors yEK and ZEK*, 
xyTl @‘(A)@(C) iff (zyT, AC) =0 
iff (z, A(Cy))=O 
iff (am, A) =0 
iff (z(Cy)r, A’) =0 
iff zyT I a( A’)@(C). 
Hence @(A)@(C)-@(A’)@(C). Similarly, 
zy=J_ @(C)@(A)=0 iff (z,CAy)=O 
iff (Cr., Ay) =0 
iff ((CTz)yT, A) =O 
iff ((C%)y=, A’) =0 
iff (Crz, A’y)=O 
iff zyTJ_ @(C)@(A’) 
Hence @(C)(a(A)-@(C)@(A’). 
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Last part: Consider a congruence relation in the semiring %(n(K))/-, 
which is not the identity relation. Denote the equivalence class containing 
the element cP(A) of ‘%( T( K))/- by [w]. As the congruence relation is 
not the identity relation, there exist A, B En( K) such that w#wB) but 
[Qi(A)]= [m]. Without loss of generality, assume d(iP( A)) @(Q(B)). 
Then there exist nonzero vectors 
~EK and zEK* 
such that 
zy*l A but zy*bB. 
Choose vectors ya E int K and z n E int K*. Then since [m] = [m] 
and our relation in %(v(K))/ - is compatible with its addition and multi- 
plication, we have 
Hence c-1 = [@( ( z*By yozi 1. Since (by our choice of the 
vectors y and z) z*Ay=O and zTBy#O, this gives 
Observe that for any Cerr( K), we have 
Hence, [~]=[~~]=[n(K)+@(Cj]=[~]. 
Thus the quotient semiring T(?r(K))/- has just one equivalence class, 
and our congruence relation is the trivial zero relation. n 
The following corollary is obvious. 
COROLLARY 5.5. The face-semiring %(n(K)) i.s simple ifl the duality 
operator d alKj i.s iniectiue. 
6. MAXIMAL IDEALS OF s(K) 
Home [12] proved that K is indecomposable iff %I,, the set of all 
noninvertible elements of v(K), forms a two-sided ideal. [Then certainly % 
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is the unique maximal two-sided, as well as one-sided, ideal of r(K).] He also 
succeeded in identifying all the maximal right ideals of r(R”,). It is 0~ 
purpose to characterize the maximal one-sided and two-sided ideals of T(K) 
for a general cone K. 
When K is indecomposable, there is no problem. So hereafter in this 
section (unless stated otherwise) we assume that K is decomposable, and let 
K=K,@--a %3K, denote the unique representation of ,K as a direct sum of 
indecomposable subcones. Denote by Pi the corresponding projection onto 
span Ki such that P, + . * . + P, = I. The principal right ideal generated by an 
element A of n(K) is denoted by R(A), i.e., R(A)=Avr(K). Similarly the 
principal left ideal generated by A is denoted by L(A), and the principal 
two-sided ideal by Z(A). 
Let us consider the problem for the right ideals first. Clearly an ideal of 
the semiring r(K) is proper iff it does not contain the identity matrix 1. Thus 
a maximal right ideal is a right ideal maximal with respect to the property of 
not containing 1. Now I= PI + . . - + P,. So a maximal right ideal cannot 
contain all the Pi. An intelligent guess is to consider a right ideal which 
contains all the Pi except one. This leads to the following: 
THEOREM 6.1. The semiring r(K) has exactly T maximal right ideals, 
namely, 
ai= {AE~(K): P,@R(A)}, i=1,2 ,..., r. 
Proof. We first show that each 91i is a right ideal of r(K). Clearly the 
zero matrix 0 belongs to 9, i, so 93, i is nonempty. For any matrices A ~‘3, i 
and BET(K), necessarily ABE%,,; otherwise, there exists CET(K) such 
that (AB)C= Pi and hence A( BC)= Pi, which contradicts the assumption 
that A E%~. To show that % i is closed under addition, let A r, A, be 
nonzero matrices in ?Ri and suppose that A, + A, 4 A,. Then 
P,ER(A,+A,), and there exists BET(K) such that (A,+A,)B=P,. Since 
Pi E Ext 7~( K), this implies A r B = (Y i Pi and A 2 B = LY 2P, for some nonnegative 
scalars (or and az. Clearlyeithercul>Oor~s>O, saya,.ThenA,(B/al)=Pi 
and so A 1 65 ‘3% i. This is a contradiction. Therefore, A 1 + A 2 E 3 i. 
Next we prove that each of the right ideals ati is maximal. Observe that 
pl+*-- +t+... + P, E ati (where the term under the symbol ^ is to be 
deleted); otherwise there exists BET(K) such that (PI + * * . +e + - . . + 
P,)B=Pi and hence O=Pj(Pl+*-* +P,+-*. +P,)B=Pi2=P,, which is a 
contradiction. Let A be an element of B(K) outside 9L,. Then for some 
B Ea( K), AB = pi. It follows that the right ideal generated by A and (XL, 
contains P,+P,+.*- + P, = Z and hence is the whole semiring n(K). We 
have established the maxirnality of $8, d. 
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Finally we show that each maximal right ideal of V(K) is one of the at,. 
Let R be a maximal right ideal of T(K). Certainly Z@R. Hence at least one 
of the projections P, , Pz , . . . , P, does not belong to R, say P,. As P, E Ext rr( K), 
the right ideal R + at, does not contain P, and hence is proper. By the 
maximality of R and 9LL,, we have R = R + ‘3 1 = 68, 1. The proof is complete. 
n 
Similarly we have 
THEOREM 6.2. The semiring 77(K) has exactly r maximal left ideals, 
namely 3 
C,={AEr(K): P,@L(A)}, i=1,2 ,..*, r. 
The question of determining the maximal two-sided ideals of T(K) is 
more delicate. It can be verified that 
‘9Ri={A&(K): P,BZ(A)} 
={AEa(K):th ere do not exist B, C En( K) satisfying BAC- Pi) 
is a two-sided ideal. In general, SC, is not maximal, but every maximal 
two-sided ideal is one of % r, . . . , %,. Before stating our theorem, we first 
prove 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Using the notation introduced above, the following 
are equivalent : 
(i) r(K,, K,)n(Ki, Ki)=4Ki), 
(ii) either Ki and Ki are linearly immurphic, or dim Ki<dim K,, in 
which case, for some subspace H of span Ki of dimension dim K,, the cone 
Hn K, is linearly isomorphic to K, and there exists a projection P of span K, 
onto H such that PET( Ki), 
(iii) there exist linear operators A’Ea(Ki, K/) and B’Ea(K1, K,) such 
that A’B’ = I, (the ia’mtity operator on span Kf), 
(iv) there exist linear operators A and B Ea( K) such thut AP, B = Pi. 
Proof. (i)*(m): Obvious. 
(iii)*(iv): Let A, B be th e li near operators in IZ( K) induced respectively 
by A’ and B’ (i.e. Al,x,=A’, AI,,xh=O for hfi, etc.). It is easy to 
check that AP, B = P,. 
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(iv)+@): Let A’, B’ be th e 1 inear operators in 7r( Ki, I$), 77( Z$, Ki) given 
respectively by A’ = Pi A ) span K, and B’ = Pi B 1 span K,. It is straightforward to 
show that A’B’ = Ii. 
(ii)=+i): Clearly for linearly isomorphic cones K, and K,, (iii) holds. 
Assume the second case when dim Ki > dim K,. Denote the linear isomor- 
phism which sends K, onto Hn Ki by B’. Obviously the linear operator B’ 
belongs to r(Ki, Ki). Let A’=B’-‘P. It is easy to check that A’Ea(Ki, Ki) 
and A’B’= Ii. 
(iii)+(ii): From the identity A’B’=Zi, we see that dim K, > dim Ki. If 
dim Ki = dim K,, then clearly B’ is a linear isomorphism between Ki and K,. 
So suppose dim Ki < dim Ki. Denote the image space of B’ by H. Since B’ is 
injective, dim H= dim Ki. Hence B’ induces a linear isomorphism between 
span Ki and H. In fact, this linear isomorphism sends Ki onto HnK, (so that 
these cones are linearly isomorphic); for if B’(K,) is a proper subset of 
HnKi, then since A’( H is injective andA’B’Kj=Ki, it follows that A’(HnK,) 
will properly include Ki, which is a contradiction. Finally it is easy to check 
that the linear operator PEHom(span Ki) given by P= B’A’ belongs to 
r( K,) and is a projection onto H. n 
THEOREM 6.4. Using the notation introduced above, the two-sided ideal 
si is maximal iff r(Ki, Ki)r(Ki, Ki)#a(Ki) for all i satisfying dimK,> 
dim Ki. Furthermore every maximal two-sided ideal of r(K) is one of 
312 nt,. 1,“‘, 
Proof. “If’ part: The two-sided ideal %Xi is certainly proper, as pi B St. 
To show that it is maximal, let A be an element of n(K) outside P,. We 
contend that the two-sided ideal 4 generated by A and %, is n(K). For that 
purpose, it is sufficient to show that 4 contains PI, Pz, . . . , P,. First of all, since 
A B 91Li by the definition of 9Ri, 5 belongs to Z(A) and hence to Ll. Consider 
the projections Pi for i #i. We separate into two cases. 
Cuse 1. dim Ki <dim Ki or dim Ki > dim Ki. By Proposition 6.3, there 
do not exist B, CE m( K) such that BPiC= Pi. So Pi is in %, and hence in $. 
Case 2. dim K, = dim Ki. If P1 E‘%+, there is no problem. Suppose 
Pi 49?L,. Then for some linear operators B, CEr(K), BP&= P,. Since 
dim Ki = dim Ki, by Proposition 6.3, Ki and Ki are linearly isomorphic, which 
in turn, by Proposition 6.3, again implies that B’P5C’ = Pi for some B’, C’ E 
r(K). But as mentioned above, Pi EZ(A). Hence Pi Eg. 
“Only if’ part: Suppose that for some i such that dim Ki >dim K, we 
have r(K,, Ki)n(Ki, K,) =m(Ki). We claim that %JILi is properly included in 
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%JILj and hence is not maximal. By Proposition 6.3, there exist linear operators 
B, CET(K) such that BPiC=Pi. Hence for any AET(K), 
A@ai + B’AC’=Pi for some B’,C’En(K) 
+ (BB’)A( C’C) = Pi, where BB’, CC’ ET(K) 
This shows that Si c5JR,. Notice that Pi E TV_,, because there do not 
exist linear operators B, CE V( K) such that BPiC=Pj, as dim l$<dim Ki. 
On the other hand, Pi @?IlLi. So ?X+ properly includes okLi. 
Last part: Let G31t be a maximal two-sided ideal of r(K). Clearly at least 
one of the projections P,, . . . , P, does not belong to %. Choose one such 
projection with the greatest possible rank, say Pi. Observe that if 
dim K,>dim K,, then necessarily we have r(Ki, Ki)n(Kj, Ki)#r(Kj); 
otherwise, by Proposition 6.3, there exist linear operators A, BEa( K) such 
that AP, B = Pi and hence Pi @ %, which contradicts our choice of Pi. Thus 
by the first part of our theorem, !)T$ is maximal. Notice that P,@L%L+%,, as 
Pi E Ext T(K). Hence Gx+ Xi is a proper two-sided ideal of r(K), and by 
the maximality of Sand ai, %=TR+2JlLi=Emi. n 
REMARK 6.5. Let K be a decomposable cone, and suppose that the 
indecomposable subcones K 1, . . . , K, in the unique representation of K are 
linearly isomorphic. Then T(K) has just one maximal two-sided ideal. 
Furthermore, the principal two-sided ideal generated by each of the 
projections P, , . . . , P, is the whole semiring T(K), though the projections are 
noninvertible. 
It is of some interest to compare our characterization of the maximal 
right ideals with Home’s characterization in the case of K =R”, . Home 
proved the following: 
Denote by e any extreme vector of R”, . Then the set of all linmr operators 
A E T( R”,) such that e @AR”R”, is a maximal right ideal, and every maximal 
right ideal is of this form. 
Home’s characterization suggests the following simple way of constructing 
right ideals of T(K). (In Propositions 6.6, 6.7 and Corollaries 6.8, 6.9 below 
we do not assume that K is decomposable.) 
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PROPOSITION 6.6. Let S be a subcone of K (i.e., S+S&S and aScS fm 
every a > 0). Then the set of all linear operators in r(K) which map K into S 
form-s a right ideal. 
Certainly the maximal right ideals of T( R:) and the right facial ideals of 
7r( K) are of this type. One may even guess that if S is a maximal subcone of 
K [so that S is necessarily (K\Q(x))u {0} for some extreme ray Q(x) of K], 
then the set of all linear operators in T(K) which map K into S is a maximal 
right ideal of r(K). The guess, however, is wrong. As we know, if K is 
indecomposable, then the set of all noninvertible elements of r(K) forms the 
unique maximal right ideal of T(K), but certainly it is not of the above type. 
When K is decomposable, a maximal right ideal of a(K) is again rarely of 
this type. This can be seen from Corollary 6.9 below. For brevity, we shall 
denote by R, the set of all linear operators in r(K) which map K into 
(K\F) u (0) when FQ K. 
PROPOSITION 6.7. For any FZK, there exist.s GYK such that F03G= K 
iffr(K) is a sum of the right ideals rrKsF and R,. 
Proof. “Only if’ part: Assume that K = F@G. Denote by p, and pc the 
corresponding projections which are positive on K. Clearly ~,ET~, F and 
pc~R,. Hence, since Z=pF+pG, T~,~+R~=T(K). 
“If’ part: Assume that vr(K)=~~,, + R F. Then for some linear operators 
AE7K.F and B E R,, Z= A + B. It suffices to show that A is a projection onto 
span F. Let x be a vector in F. We have Ax + Bx = x. Since F is a face of K, 
BxEF. Hence Bx=O and Ax=x as BER,. So the restriction of A to span F 
is the identity mapping. Furthermore, AR” C span F as A E rK, F. Thus A is a 
projection onto span F. n 
COROLLARY 6.8. K is decomposable iff the semiring T(K) i.s expressible 
as a sum of two proper right (or left) ideals. 
Proof. The “only if’ part follows from the proposition. The “if’ part 
follows from the fact that if K is indecomposable, then K has a unique 
maximal right (or left) ideal, namely the set of ail noninvertible elements. n 
COROLLARY 6.9. Zf a(x) is an extreme ray of K, then Rolxj is a maximal 
right ideal of m(K) iff K=@(x)@K fmsome K’YK. 
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Proof. “Only if” part: Observe that n,, e(x) nRQc,..=O. Since R,(,) is 
maximal, this implies that T(K) =~x, a(xj+ R,(,). Hence from the proposi- 
tion K=@(x)@K’ for some K’(1 K. 
“If” part: Suppose that K =Q(x)@K’ for someK’2 K.It suffices to show 
that if A is an element of V( K ) outside R,(,), then the identity operator Z 
belongs to the right ideal R,(,)+R(A). Since AGR,,,,, for some vector 
yEKwehaveAy=x.ChooseanonzerovectorzEd(K’).Certainly(z,x)#O. 
We may, in fact, assume that xrr=l. Notice also that A(yzr)ER(A) and 
(Ayzr)x=x. Let B be the linear operator in R” defined by Bx=O and 
BI span x, = identity. It is easy to check that B ER,(,) and that I= B +A( yzT). 
The proof is complete. n 
Let x, y be extreme vectors of K. It is not difficult to show that if X, y do 
not belong to the same Ki, then R,c,,+R,c,,=vr(K); if x, y both belong to 
K,, then R,(,)+R.3(,) is contained in the maximal right ideal %i. One may 
venture to guess that the right ideal generated by the union of all the R,(,.) 
when x runs through all the extreme vectors in Kj is si. The guess is true in 
the special case when K is indecomposable. However, as we shall see in the 
examples in next section, the guess is in general wrong. 
7. EXAMPLES 
In our characterization of the maximal two-sided ideals of q(K), we have 
encountered the relation T( K,, K,)‘R( K,, K,) =m( K,) between proper cones 
K, and K,. We know, if the condition is satisfied, then there exist linear 
operators AEr(K,, K,) and BEv(K2, K,) such that AB=Z, (the identity 
operator on span K,). Certainly then AK, = K,. One may ask the following 
question: if AK, =K2, is it necessarily true that there exists BElr(K,, K,) 
such that AB= I,? As can be seen, the question is also equivalent to the 
following interesting problem: if AK, = K,, can we find a complement H of 
Ker A in span K, such that A induces a linear isomorphism between the 
cones Hn K, and K,? 
In Example 7.1 we shall give a negative answer to the above question. 
However, it may be of interest to note that the cones K, and K, given in 
that example also satisfy m(K,, K,)T( K,, K1)=a( K,). Our example also 
shows that the guess on the maximal right ideals of T(K), for a decomposable 
cone K, mentioned at the end of last section is wrong. 
In Example 7.2 we shall give a pair of cones K,, K, which satisfies 
dim K,< dim K, and n( K,, K,)a(K,, K,)#r( K,). 
EXAMPLE 7.1. Let K, be the polyhedral cone in R4 generated by the 
extreme vectors e, = (1, 0, 0, O)T, es = (0, LO, O)T, ea = (0, 0, 1, O)T, 
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e4 = (f&O, 0, QT, and es= (l,l, 1, -i)‘. Let K, be the polyhedral cone in R3 
generated by the extreme vectors fr = (LO, O)r, fs = (0, l,O)r, f3 = (0, 0,l)r and 
f4 = (1, 1, - l)? It can be shown that the cones K, and K, are indecomposable. 
(In fact, they are what FiedIer and Ptik [ll] called minimal cones.) 
Let A’ : R4+R3 be the linear operator given by A’e, =fi/2, A’e, =fi/2, 
A’e, = f3/2, and A’e, =f4. By calculation A’e, = f3. Hence A’K 1 =K,. We are 
going to show that the identity operator I, @A’T( K,, H,). 
Assume the contrary: that there exists a linear operator B EV( K,, K, ) 
such that A’B= I,. Then necessarily A’( K, n BR3) = K,. Observe that under 
A’ every extreme vector of K, is mapped to an extreme vector of K,. Only 
one extreme vector is mapped to the extreme vector fi, namely 2e,. In fact 
this vector is the only preimage of fi under A’ in K,. The same remark is also 
true for the vectors fi and f4. For the vector f3, its preimages in K, lie in the 
face @(e3+e5). Hence the cone K,nBR” contains the vectors 2e,,2ez, e4 
and a nonzero vector in @(ea + es). It is easy to see that these vectors are 
linearly independent. So dim BR3 > 4, which is a contradiction. 
Next we show that dim @(A’) =2. Relative to the canonical bases, the 
representative matrix M( A’) of A’ is given by 
\ 
1 
z 1 
M(A’)= ; 1 . 
1 
z -1 
If BE@(A’), then ByE@(A’y) for ah yEK,. It follows that M(B) is of the 
form 
where al, (~a, (~a and Z3 are nonnegative scalars. Since A’e,=f,, we have 
Be, = h f3 for some nonnegative scalar X. Direct calculations yield 
Thus (Y1=cx2 -p/2 (~0) d an o3 =A - p/2 ( > 0). Hence M(B) is of the 
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I 
P/2 P 
P/2 P 
a3 -P 
or 
I 1 
, 
5 1 0 
P f 
I 
1+a3 0 
0 -1, I 
0 
0 , 
1 0 1 
where (as and /3 are nonnegative scalars. We have thus shown that dim a( A’) 
=2. 
Incidentally we have also shown that if C’ : R4 +R3 is the linear operator 
given by C’er =fi /2, C’e, =fi /2, C’e, =0, and C’e, =f4, then C’ E 
Ext T(K,, K,). By calculation C’es =f3/2. So we also have C’K, =K,. 
Observe that 2e, +2e,, 2e,, 2e,, and e, are linearly dependent vectors of 
K,, their images under C’ being respectively fi, fi, f3, and f4. Hence if 
B: R3-+R4 is the linear operator given by Bf,=2e,+2e3, Bf,=2e,, and 
Bf3 = 2es, then BE~(K,,K~) and C’B=Z,. So we have r(Kr,K,) 
4K,, Ki)=n(K& 
No~letKbetheproperconeinR’givenbyK={(x,y)ER~:~EK~and 
y EK,}. Then K,, K, can be identified with subcones of K and we may 
write K=K,@K,. Let A be the linear operator in n(K) which is induced by 
the linear operator A’ of r(K,, K,). As shown above, Z,@A’m(K,, K,). 
From this we can deduce that Pz B R( A). [Here P2 ET(K) is the projection 
corresponding to K,.] Thus A belongs to the maximal right ideal as. 
However, we shall show that A does not belong to %, the right ideal 
generated by all the R,(,) when a(x) runs through the extreme rays of K,. 
Let C be the linear operator in r(K) which is induced by the linear 
operator C’ of a(K,, K,). As shown above, @(A’) is a S-dimensional face of 
r(K,, K,) wit% @(C’) as one of its extreme rays. Hence @(A) is a 
2dimensional face of m(K) with Q(C) as one of its extreme rays. Observe 
that if A belongs to the right ideal %, then in pas{ C, A} there is a nonzero 
linear operator which also belongs to R,(,.) for some extreme ray Q(X) of K,. 
However, it can be seen that every nonzero linear operator D in pos{C, A} 
satisfies DK = K, and hence is not of the required type. Therefore A does not 
belong to the right ideal %. 
EUPLE 7.2. Let K, be a proper polyhedral cone in R4 generated by 
the extreme vectors e,, . . . , es which satisfy e, + e, = es + es = e3 + e, 
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(e,, es, e,, e4 linearly independent). Let K, be a proper polyhedral cone in 
R3 generated by the extreme vectors fi, . . . , fa which satisfy 
fi+&=L+fs=L+L (fi¶ fit f3 1’ mearly independent). Then K, and K, are 
indecomposable. (It may be of interest to note that the cone K, is of the type 
described in Sec. 3 of Tam [22]. It has the property that each of its 
4dimensional subcones which is generated by a proper subset of {e,, . . . , e,} 
is decomposable.) 
Let A’ E Hom(R4, R3) be given by A'ei =fi, 1 < i < 4. Then 
A'e,=A'(e,+e, -e,)=&+_&-fi=f8. Similarly, A'e5=f5. So A'K,=K, and 
A’En( K,,K,). 
We claim that A' EExt V( K,, K,). Let BE@(A'). Observe that A' in- 
duces a linear isomorphism between the polyhedral subcone K; of K, 
generated by the extreme vectors er, ea, e5, es and the polyhedral subcone 
Ki of K, generated by the extreme vectors fi, fi, fs, fB. Furthermore these 
cones are indecomposable. Using Theorem 3.3 in Loewy and Schneider [IS], 
we can prove that A’] SpanK; EExt VT(K;, Kk). Also notice that II],,,; 
belongs to the face of r( K;, KL) generated by A'] spKi. This is because 
since Aei =J and J is extreme, there exist nonnegative scalars Xi such that 
Bei =&A. If h > max{h,, A,, h,, X,}, then AA-BET(K;, Ki). Hence 
Bl , =aA'IspK; for some scalar (Y Z 0. Similarly B) span E, = PA’] span K, for 
so~~s%lar /I b 0, where E1 is the S-dimensional indecomposable subcone of 
K_I generated by the extreme vectors er, e,, e,, and es. But the cones K; and 
K, have the vector e, in common. Hence (Y = p, and B = aA' (a > 0), as 
span K; + span Fi = R4. In passing, we note that, using similar arguments, we 
can in fact show that for any CEn-(K,, K,) such that CK, =K, we have 
CEExt m( K,, K,). 
As in previous example let K=K,@K,, and let A ET(K) be the linear 
operator which is induced by the operator A' of r(K,, K,). Since A' E 
Ext r( K,, K,), A EExt m(K). As AK= K,, clearly A is not in R,(,) for some 
extreme ray Q(X) of K,. Neither does A belong to the right ideal generated 
by the fb(+ as A is extreme. Nevertheless A belongs to the maximal right 
ideal R,. This follows from the fact that vr(K,,K&r(K,,K,)#m(Kz), 
which we are going to show. Assume the contrary. Then there exist linear 
operators BEm(K,,K,) and CE~(K~,K~) such that BC=I,. Certainly 
BK, = K,. Since both K, and K, have six extreme rays, under B each extreme 
vector in K, has a unique preimage in K,. Thus by the same argument as in 
previous example we can show that I, @Br(K,, K,), which is a contradic- 
tion. 
REMARK 7.3. From a study of our examples, one may be tempted to 
conjecture the following: Let K,, K, be indecomposable cones such that 
r(K,, K,)a(K2, K,)#r(K,). If AK, =K2, then A E Ext r(K,, K,). 
However, we have found a counterexample to this conjecture. 
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8. PRINCIPAL IDEALS 
Home [12] has shown that T(K) always contains a strictly infinite 
descending sequence of principal one-sided ideals (provided dim K > 1). By 
modifying his method, we establish 
PROPOSITION 8.1. If dim K > 1, then r(K) contains an infinite strictly 
ascending sequence of principal right (or left ) ideals. 
Proof. Let y1 and ya be vectors in 3 K such that yi + ya E int K. Choose 
vectors zi and za in aK* such that ~‘y~=a~/ (the Kronecker symbol). For 
each positive integer n, let A,,= yizr+(ya+ yi/2”)2:. Denote by K’ the set 
K n span{ yi, ya}. Since yi+ ya~int K, y, and ys are necessarily extreme 
vectors of the 2-dimensional cone K’. For simplicity denote An ( spancy,, vpj by 
B 72. 
Observe that B, y1 = y1 and B, y2 = yz + y1/2” for each positive integer n. 
Thisimpliesthat B,K’sB,K’c-*- ~B,K’~B,+,K’c*--. 
By direct calculation, At+r’ -An for each positive izteger n. So we have 
R(A,)GR(A,)c*** CR(A,)CR(A,+,)C . . . . Notice that 
A,(K)=A,+1(A,+1(K))~A,+1(K’)=B,+1(K’) 
c%+,(K’) CA,+,(K). 
Hence A,,+a @R(A,); otherwise A,,+a =A,B for some BET(K) and so 
An+s( K) = A,( BK) CA, K, which is a contradiction. It follows that 
R(A,), R(A,),..., R(Aa,+i),... is an infinite strictly ascending sequence of 
principal right ideals. 
On the question of topological closedness of principal one-sided ideals of 
n(K) we have the following partial results. 
PROPOSITION 8.2. lf AEr( K) is a noninvertible element, then the 
closed principal right (or left) ideal generated by A is proper. 
Proof. Observe that if BER(A) then BKCAK. Hence if BEclR(A) 
then BK Ccl AK. As A is noninvertible, cl AK is a proper subset of K. Thus 
Z6Scl R(A) and cl R(A) is a proper ideal of rr( K). n 
PROPOSITION 8.3. Zf R(A) is closed, then so is AK. 
Proof. Suppose that AK is not closed. Then there exists a vector 
y~cl AK\AK. Choose any nonzerovector ZEK*. Then yzr~cl R(A)\R(A). 
n 
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Note that there exists a cone K such that AK is not closed for some 
AET(K). 
PROPOSITION 8.4. Zf AErr is not a left zero divisor, then R(A) is 
closed. 
Proof. Let Rim(K) such that ABpC. We content that CER( A). It is 
sufficient to show that the norms (1 Bi (( are bounded; for then from the 
sequence ( Bi )i EN we can extract a convergent subsequence with a limit, say 
B, and so we have C= AB ER( A). Assume the contrary: that the norms 
1) Bi (1 are unbounded. Then we may assume I( Bi J/-o0 and Bi/ll Bi 11+-B’. But 
that implies AB’ = 0. Clearly B’ belongs to T(K) and is nonzero. So A is a left 
zero divisor of T(K). This is a contradiction. H 
Similarly we have 
PROPOSITION 8.5. Zf A ET(K) is not a right zero divisor, then L(A) is 
closed. 
9. FINAL REMARKS 
(1) We have shown in Sec. 4 that if the semirings rr( K,) and T( K,) are 
isomorphic, then the cones K, and K, are linearly isomorphic. We guess it is 
also true that: 
Zf the cones n(K1) and n( K,) are linearly isomorphic, then so are the 
cones K, and K,. 
(2) The method we have used to construct the maximal ideals of T(K) 
can be extended to produce more ideals. In fact, for any G9 Q(K), if we let 
RG={A~r(K): R(A)nG=O}, LG={AE~(K): L(A)nG=O}, and 
Z,={AET(K): Z(A)nG=O}, then R,, L,, and I, are respectively right, 
left, and two-sided @-ideals of r(K). In particular, Ra(P,j=%i, L,(,,)=c,, 
and Z e(P,j=%i; and if G=@(yzT), where yeExt K and r;EExt K*, then 
I,=0 and Re(yzTj=Ra(Yj. Further study of these ideals may be of interest. 
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